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ABSTRACT

The character Roderigo in William Shakespeare's play
Othello is often ignored by critics.

Discussion of his

role, both in scholarly study and stage portrayal is
extremely limited.

His lines are spoken almost entirely in

dialogue with Iago; he appears to be a mere tool in Iago's
evil designs on Cassio and Othello.

Yet his conversations

with Iago form a subplot which both clarifies Iago's
character and aids our understanding of Othello's reponse to
Iago's temptations.
The six conversations between Iago and Roderigo are the
subject of this paper.

Since the two men are not social

equals, it seems particularly useful to examine the
politeness indicators of their conversations to determine
who has power and how their relationship changes from scene
to scene.

The politeness theories of Brown and Levinson and

an examination of the pronouns of direct address demonstrate
how Iago gradually gains power over his social superior in
the first four scenes, then loses ground as Roderigo asserts
himself in the fifth scene.
The analysis of their changing relationship illustrates
the dramatic development of the subplot; Roderigo becomes
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important to the entire play, not only as Iago's confidant,
but also as an analog of Othello; he is a lesser tragic
figure who also loves the fair Desdemona.

In addition, the

analysis exposes Iago's methods of manipulation:

he

exploits the politeness strategies to gain and maintain
control.

Thus, Othello's fall becomes more believable, and

Roderigo's role gains in importance as it helps inform the
main action of the play.
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PART Is INTRODUCTION

From its first recorded performance in 1604, Othello
has been a poplular play (Matteo 25), perhaps because it
details a domestic tragedy, perhaps because of the great
love it depicts between Desdemona and Othello.

Many

audience members have wept at Desdemona's death, some even
crying out to avert the relentless tragedy on stage.

Jane

Adamson considers the play "continuously painful," because
the audience, silent, almost "in forced complicity" (66),
must watch Iago lead the others to self-destruction.

Such

emotional commitment of the audience and the admirable but
human qualities of Othello and Desdemona continue to attract
viewers and readers to this day.
The noble Othello has inspired much criticism; even
greater debates have developed around Iago and the question
of his motivation. These two characters and the grand sweep
of Othello's downfall often obscure our notice of subplots
and minor characters.

Such is frequently the fate of

Roderigo and his own small tragedy of love; critics often
dismiss his part as comic relief, and actors over the past
two centuries have often portrayed him as a buffoon, as if
Sir Andrew Aguecheek, perhaps, somehow wandered into the
wrong play.

1
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In drawing the story of this play from Cinthio's
Hecatommithi, Shakespeare made a number of important
changes; for example, he blurs Iago's motives, he focuses on
loving "not wisely but too well" (5.2.344) instead of the
dangers of mixed marriage, and he creates a new character,
Roderigo:

"Shakespeare's own creation," John Draper tells

us, "and Shakespeare wove him deeply into the plot"
(Shakespeare1e Audience 102).

But this brings one to the

questions of why Shakespeare created him, and how he is
important to the play, especially since most critics
consider him "dispensable" (Kermode 1201).
While Roderigo may not be essential to Othello1s major
plot line, Iago dupes Roderigo in a subplot parallel to
Iago's plot against Othello, and Iago reveals much of his
nature and motivations through his conversations with
Roderigo.

So an analysis of Roderigo and his dialogues with

Iago may provide some useful answers to the questions posed
above.

Not only may we learn about Roderigo, but also about

Iago in relation to him; not only can we analyze Iago's
mastery of one poor gentleman, but also gain insights into
Othello's downfall at Iago's hands.
Since Roderigo's lines are all in conversation with
Iago, I propose to examine the dynamics of their social
relationship by using the linguistic theories of politeness
developed by Brown and Levinson, Robin Lakoff, and several
others.
paper.

These theories are discussed in Part 2 of this
In Part 3, I summarize the critical perception of

Roderigo and his role, in both literary study and
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performance on stage.

Part 4 analyzes each of Roderigo's

conversations with Iago, using the politeness theories
discussed in Part 2.

Part 5 summarizes the patterns of

power and character development revealed in Part 4; since a
linguistic approach is primarily descriptive, this chapter
advances a critical interpretation of the linguistic
analysis and considers Roderigo's role as an analog of
Othello.

The Appendix presents analysis of two further

conversations, between Iago and Cassio and between Iago and
Othello, using the same politeness theories of Part 2, to
further explore the analog concept.
The quotations from Othello in this paper are taken
from the Signet edition of the play, edited by Alvin Kernan.
Kernan used the Folio as his copy text; however, when the
Quarto reading differs in a way which adds to or changes the
meaning of the text, I have noted this in my discussion.

PART II:

SEVERAL LINGUISTIC APPROACHES

TO POLITENESS AND SOCIAL STATUS

Unlike novels, which offer a narrative viewpoint that
often limits or judges the story as it is told, drama has no
"teller" (Scholes and Kellogg, qtd. in Porter 162).
Instead, the characters must move the story forward through
their speech activity; in addition, without a narrator,
character is revealed only in action. (Even if
character B describes character A, it remains true
that B is himself part of the action; thus his
description is part of the story and does not have
the authority of the teller in narrative.)
(Porter 163)
Thus, a character's speech frequently provides both the
primary action of the play and the basis for our
understanding of character and character relationships.
A character's speech may be considered action in that
every utterance does something; it may, for example, assert,
direct, command, inquire, or explain.

This action may be

within the intent of the speaker (the illocution) or result
from the utterance (that is, the action caused by the
utterance, the perlocution).
speech:

A person may also act through

when someone (who has the authority to do so) says

"I denounce your claims," or "I christen this ship," his
4
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speech itself is action.

In addition, a speaker acts

through his choice of phrasing, form of address, and
communicative method.

People may say "what you are speaks

so loudly I can't hear what you say," but for a character in
a play, speaking is being; "what you are" is cued almost
entirely by the speech choices (actions) provided in the
script.

Stage directions, the other part of a script, often

present further information about a character, but
Shakespeare rarely includes stage directions.
Porter, in Drama of Speech Acts, shows that analysis of
the play's language as speech action "seems to bear
significantly on the idea of character in drama" (162).
Since most of the action in a Shakespearean play is verbal,
he suggests that discourse analysis provides the
"theoretical machinery" to "get at what is distinctive and
thus characteristic in the verbal action of dramatic
characters" (163).

Since speech essentially "becomes" the

action of a play, such a linguistic analyis may provide
useful information, especially in exploring dynamic
character relationships.
To communicate clearly, one must know when and how to
act appropriately through speech.

The act of dismissing a

case, for example, is a speech action.
dismissed" must meet certain conditions:

But the words "Case
they must be

spoken by a particular authority (the assigned judge) who
has certain beliefs (that the evidence is insufficient),
accompanied by a certain gesture (blow of a gavel) in a
particular place (a courtroom).

If the conditions are not
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met, the act either "has not taken place, or at least has
taken place defectively" (Traugott 230).

Similar

requirements shape our conversations.
Social relationships are often slippery and vaguely
defined; our intimacy with individuals may change with
setting, the presence of certain people, or even with the
topic of conversation.

Sensitivity to these factors may

help us determine how to communicate properly.

In spoken

discourse, "one of the functions of language is to define
'role' relationships" (Alexander 227).

We use

conversational "hints" to help clarify social status.
Subtle changes of intimacy may be signaled by the forms of
address each speaker chooses, the use of certain gambits,
and varying levels of politeness.
The amount of politeness we use in communication
strongly indicates the quality of a particular relationship.
We are blunter and less formal with those we know well,
restrained and careful with strangers or business and social
superiors.

Brown and Levinson have developed a politeness

theory which explains the variety of approaches one may take
to maintain politeness in conversation.

They state that

individuals are basically concerned with maintaining
face— of both speaker and hearer.

Some acts in conversation

threaten face, such as coercion, expressing disapproval,
advising, warning, or giving bad news (65, 70-73).

The

question the speaker must answer is how to do these
face-threatening acts (FTA) safely, that is, without losing
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a friend or a job, without insult, without causing another's
discomfort.
The first option one has is to do the FTA "on record,"
that is, to say it directly, without redressive action.
This choice presents the maximum efficiency and may be used
when both speaker and hearer agree tacitly to suspend the
demands of face in the interest of urgency.

To yell (itself

an FTA), "Get out of the house," when it is on fire would be
such a case.

Otherwise the FTA is done this way only if

"the speaker does not fear retribution from the addressee"
(74).

A few advantages for the speaker associated with this

strategy include credit for honesty, avoiding the danger of
being seen as a manipulator, and clarity (76).
One may choose to do the FTA on record, with positive
politeness to redress the hearer's face, that is, "to
counteract the potential face damage of the FTA" (74).

This

involves treating the hearer as a friend, as a member of an
in-group, or in some other way noticing or sympathizing with
the hearer.

Often a joke is useful.

One benefit here is

the opportunity to lessen the sting of criticism by claiming
mutual friendship (77).
A third strategy is to do the FTA on record, with
negative politeness.

This choice is "characterized by

self-effacement, formality and restraint," with apologies,
deference, and efforts to provide the hearer an "out," so he
does not feel coerced (75).

The speaker is able to show

respect and maintain social distance with this choice.
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A speaker may also choose to do the FTA off record,
that is, indirectly.

In this case, more than one meaning

can be attributed to the speaker's comments.

For example,

...if I say, "Damn, I'm out of cash, I forgot to
go to the bank today", I may be intending to
get you to lend me some cash, but I cannot be
held to have committed myself to that intent (74).
The speaker gets credit for tact and avoids responsibility
for the FTA; if the hearer gets angry, the speaker can back
down, "but I didn't mean thatl"
Brown and Levinson believe that the more an act
threatens either the speaker or hearer, the more the speaker
will choose an elaborate and indirect strategy to protect
himself and reduce risk (65).

Doing the FTA on record

without redress or with positive politeness are the options
of friends, the strategies associated with minimal risk or
loss of face.

As the social differences widen and formality

increases, one chooses negative politeness or off-record
FTAs to safeguard the speaker.
Robin Lakoff examines politeness at the sentence level.
She summarizes three requirements for polite conversation
which echo Brown and Levinson's more formal structure:
formality (don't impose), hesitancy (allow options), and
equality (make hearer feel good).

These "rules" (88) become

the standards for framing imperative, declarative, and
interrogative sentences.
Consider these sentences:
A:

Make the bed.
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B:

You can make the bed.

C:

Can you make the bed?

The imperative sentence A "tells the addressee directly that
he is able to fulfill the request."
and refusal is rude (93).

There is no polite out,

Thus it violates all three of

Lakoff's requirements above.

She suggests a tag or "please"

to make the order "seem like a recommendation rather than a
requirement" (91).

The imperative is the "least polite"

sentence, and should be "hedged, implicated, or otherwise
got at indirectly" (101).

It is the most "face-threatening"

of the three sentences, an on-record, unredressed act.
The declarative sentence B is also impolite because it
makes the speaker superior by requiring the hearer's belief.
Lakoff suggests framing the statement as a cognitive act so
that the hearer is "free to believe or not" (91).

"I

understand you can make the bed" offers some
positivepoliteness (interest in the hearer) and allows the
hearer some options.
Sentence C— the interrogative— is most polite: it asks
about one's ability, and assumes that the hearer may be
"unable, not unwilling" to comply (93).

The interrogative

may be seen as an indirect directive in certain contexts
(mother to child old enough to comply, for example), yet by
providing the hearer an out, this sentence best redresses
face.
Another signal of social relationship in conversation
is the use of gambits.

These linguistic signals generally

introduce an utterance: "In my opinion..." or "What I mean
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is...."

They are "verbal signals used at a number of levels

of conversational strategy," explains Eric Keller.

He has

identified some gambits which "can only be used by a speaker
if he occupies, or claims to occupy, a particular social
role" (100).

Expressions

such as "That's correct" or

"You're nearly right," imply the role signal "teacher," for
example, while gambits like "Why don't you..." are marked
for a counselling role, and "Here's what we'll do," or "Keep
me posted" indicates a leader role (102).
Social roles are almost always in the "underlying
structure" of an expression, implied, not overt.

A leader

rarely says, "I'm in charge here, so..."; such a direct
statement of position is impolite in our society (Keller
102).

In fact, gambits allow a person to hide his power, to

maintain the illusion of social distance.

Iago, for

example, is lower in social status than Cassio? Iago
addresses Cassio as "good lieutenant" and uses the "you" of
courtesy.

Yet his speech is directive, marked by imperative

verbs ("exclaim no more," "confess yourself") and the clear
gambit "I tell you what you shall do" (2.3.260-335).
Because the social role "leader" or "advisor" is only
implied, Iago is able to direct Cassio without insulting or
angering a social superior.
The terms of direct address also indicate social
status.

Acquaintances of higher rank or greater age are

customarily not addressed by their first names, but by
either occupational or sex-specific title (Dr., Mrs., Mr.,
with last name).

John Laver explains,
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address usage is reciprocal between equals and
non-recipriocal between participants of unequal
status.

Thus an office junior may call the

manager 'Mr. Smith1 but receive 'Charles' in
return. (298)
And to challenge these patterns, to address the office
manager as 'Tom,' carries risk for the speaker (a reprimand,
a rebuff perhaps), and suggests a hidden reason for the
deviation which the hearer must seek; as Ervin-Tripp states,
"Any deviation

[from the normal address form] is a message"

(qtd. in Laver 298).

A child who hears his mother call him

"James Clancy Miller" instead of her usual "Jimmy"
immediately recognizes reproof, warning, and trouble.
Careful attention to terms of direct address is
especially important in studying English drama of the past,
where we must be "sensitive to approach and withdrawal" in
the pronoun choices of the speakers (Brown and Gilman 276).
During the seventeenth century, the second person singular
pronoun varies between "you" and "thou."

"You" is the

"neutral, unemotional form of address between social equals"
(Barber 208), a term of "vague equality" used in courteous
or common discourse (Draper, Shakespeare's Audience 102).
"Thou," on the other hand, is used by the lower classes to
one another, by superiors to inferiors, or in "emotional or
intimate speech" (Johnson, "Direct Address" 261); it is a
marked form, carrying "special implications (e.g. of
emotion, social superiority)" (Barbar 210).

Its use may

indicate contempt or affection; it is the pronoun of lovers,
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of male camaraderie: "gallants who are on friendly terms
often slip out of you into thou" (Barbar 211).

Thus, the

two pronouns may show social distance, as when Roderigo
calls Iago "thou" and Iago responds with "you"; indicate
cordial social relations, as does the "you" between Iago and
other military personnel (Cassio or Montano, for example);
or show disrespect, as when Emilia angrily calls Othello
"thou" in the last act.
Several scholars have found an analysis of pronoun
usage in various Shakespearean plays particularly useful.
In his analysis of As You Like It, McIntosh demonstrates how
this type of study clarifies the nuances of character
relationships.

Mulholland examines the grammatical and

social relationships of the second person pronoun in an
essay on Lear and Much Ado About Nothing.

Sister Geraldine

Byrne has completed the most thorough study of all the
incidents of you/thou usage in Shakespeare's plays; her
analysis is disappointingly general, however, lacking the
depth to illuminate characterization.

Finally, Linfield

examines five "cases" of pronoun usage in Othello,
demonstrating that readers, actors, and critics should pay
more careful attention to Shakespeare's "you" and "thou."
As varied as these three analytical approaches to the
study of discourse seem, they all seek the same end: a
clearer understanding of the changing relationships between
speakers.

The use of pronoun analysis, with the supporting

evidence found from an application of Brown and Levinson's
politeness theory and an examination of any gambits present
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would provide a variety of complementary information to
describe the social relationships within a play.

These

approaches should indicate the degree of intimacy between
speakers, who holds the power in each relationship, and the
relative social status of all concerned.

I propose to use

these three approaches to define the complicated
relationship and subtle shifts of intimacy between Roderigo
and Iago.

Their presence is perhaps the easier to identify

and describe in the conversations between these two
characters because the relationship has such clear limits;
Iago and Roderigo conduct discussions in only six scenes,
and Roderigo speaks with no one else, except Brabantio in
scene 1.

Despite their brevity, the dialogues provide a

clear view of Iago's ability to guide and control a young
gentleman, his social superior.

As Iago shifts his methods

of doing FTAs, as he changes from "you" to "thou" and back,
and sublimates his actual power with gambits, we also see
Roderigo, gulled but fully human, entangled in a tragedy of
his own making.

PART III:

RODERIGO AND HIS CRITICS

RODERIGO'S FUNCTION AND CHARACTERIZATION IN OTHELLO

As the first speaker in the opening scene of Othello,
Roderigo has those initial lines often granted the Duke or
other high-ranking nobleman in Shakespeare's plays.

One

would expect him to have a significant role, yet over the
years, most critics have dismissed him with a few
unflattering comments.

Samuel Johnson considers him, for

example, "a strong picture of a weak mind betrayed by
unlawful desires to a false friend" (172).

Coleridge agrees

that he has no "fixed principles or strength of character,"
but believes he does have "moral notions" (44-45).
Coleridge, Kenneth Burke, and Harley Granville-Barker
all see Roderigo's function as a handy way for Iago to
"display[s] his own character" (Coleridge 44).
Granville-Barker calls him "the mirror in which can be
reflected an Iago" (10); Burke mentions him only as a "handy
confidant for Iago to Iago's discredit" (180).

None of

these critics takes much space to examine Roderigo's role or
character; as Robert Heilman remarks, "Even Burke...does not
go as far as possible with Roderigo" (261, note 66).
Critics during the eighteenth century tried to
eliminate him entirely.

Comic Roderigo was out of place:

Francis Gentleman writes "...we can by no means approve such
14
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a character as Roderigo in tragical composition; he is only
to be laughed at."

Gentleman found him "literally a

non-essential" who "disgraces more important concerns by his
levity" (qtd. in Matteo 169).

Stage productions from this

time cut much of his part, eliminating entirely his return
at the end of Act 2, but they "could not quite get rid of
him" (Matteo 169).
Charles Lamb apparently agreed with this assessment.
When he wrote his Tales from Shakespeare, he eliminated
Roderigo almost completely from the action, referring to him
only twice, and then not by name.

When Cassio is enticed to

drunken brawling, Lamb writes of "...some provocation given
him by a fellow whom Iago had set on..." (151), and later,
"Iago had set one of his creatures on [Cassio] to
assassinate" (158).

Lamb clearly found him unnecessary; any

nameless scoundrel off the street would do as well.
W. H. Auden has much the same view.

A stage director

finds Roderigo a "headache," Auden writes.

Roderigo must

arrive at Cyprus on the same boat with Desdemona, "yet she
shows no embarrassment in his presence" although he has been
her suitor in Venice.

And the entire cast (except Iago)

"seem unaware of his existence" (5). As far as Iago's
plotting is concerned, Auden claims "there is nothing
Roderigo does which Iago could not do better without him";
by using a confederate, Iago takes unnecessary risks (5).
Daniel Amneus expands on Auden's criticism, maintaining that
Roderigo is an interpolation, one which "damaged both the
narrative and the motivation of Iago" (61).

Thus, critics
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at one extreme echo Charles Lamb in discounting Roderigo's
role of confidant or dupe and find him merely a nuisance,
the play more believable without him.
An eighteenth-century Roderigo, Charles Bonner (in the
Siddons production) agreed with Francis Gentleman that
Roderigo
requires nothing but smartness of figure, airiness
of deportment and pertness of expression.

The

addition of a vacant cast of features must be of
advantage. (Hankey 138)
One can see how such a characterization aided the comic
action on stage which Gentleman so deplored.

Stock

companies of the nineteenth century used specialized actors,
and the low comedian usually played Roderigo as a clown.
However, in the Irving-Booth 1881 production, Arthur
Wing Pinero "broke with tradition" by remaining earnest and
using no buffoonery.

This directed a more careful look at

what most considered a stock character.

While Roderigo is

"often played as fat and foolish, or dandyfied," some of the
lines "show contrasting traits" (Brown, Six Major Plays
321).

And some actors have found that depth in his

character.

Alan Webb (1935, with Soafer as Othello) played

Roderigo as a genuine character, with comedy but no
clowning.

Stephen Murry (1938) reportedly developed pathos,

and Michael Gambon (1980) an "honorable stupidity" in his
serio-comic Roderigo (Hankey 139).

Paul Scofield, at

Stratford-upon-Avon in 1948, gave "more than a hint of the
determined Elizabethan seducer," instead of the "familiar
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foppishness" audiences were accustomed to (Guardian 2 Ag.
1948, qtd. in Brown, Six Major Plays 321).
The other characters in the play are either negative
or almost mute in their references to Roderigo.

Brabantio

has rejected him as a suitable suitor for his daughter and
immediately assumes Roderigo has been drinking too much when
he is awakened so rudely in the first scene, hardly a
positive character recommendation.

And in Act 5, Gratiano

barely responds to Roderigo's murder:

Iago asks, "Did you

know him?" and Gratiano says merely, "Know him?
(5.1.92).

Ay."

Later when his letters are brought onstage as

proof of Iago's villainy, no one praises or damns him: only
his exposure of Iago is important.
to provide the clearest epitaph:

His own final lines seem
"0, villain that I ami" he

cries out, and Othello, thinking Cassio has spoken,
ironically responds, "It is even so" (5.1.29).
Iago provides the most critical assessment of Roderigo,
referring to him briefly in several soliloquies.

In one, he

says:
Thus do I ever make my fool my purse;
For I mine own gained knowledge should profane
If I would time expend with such a snipe
But for my sport and profit. (1.3.374-377)
His use of "fool" and "snipe" is suggestive here of his
opinion.

According to the OED, "fool" did not have the

"implication of insulting contempt" in earlier periods which
it has today.
mean

Shakespeare uses it in Romeo and Juliet to

"dupe, one imposed on by others"— as in Romeo's cry,
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"I am fortune's fool."
meaning here.

This could certainly be Iago's

"Snipe," however, the OED describes as an

"opprobrious or abusive term."

Usually a contemptuous

speaker compared someone foolish to a woodcock; Steevens
sees the use of a "smaller, meaner bird" here as a sign of
even greater ridicule (qtd. in Variorum 88).

The snipe is

actually a marsh-dwelling game bird which one catches with
snares.

The term seems to indicate a contempt for

Roderigo's intelligence and a view of Iago's manipulations
as "sport," a snaring of this dupe for fun and financial
gain.

But how reliable is Iago's assessment?

Throughout

the play, Iago finds opportunity to express contempt for his
wife, Othello, Desdemona, and Cassio; perhaps so jaundiced a
viewpoint cannot present a fair portrait of Roderigo,
either.
Thus the critics and Shakespeare's characters seem to
agree:

Roderigo is neither very important nor admirable.

On the other hand, Robert Heilman describes Roderigo as a
"minor character whom we tend to forget," who nonetheless
"has a substantial role," not only in demonstrating Iago's
character, but also as a "lesser, semitragic analog of
Othello" (75).

He believes the Roderigo subplot is

necessary to dramatize Iago's evil nature.

He points out

that Iago never mentions honesty to Roderigo and Roderigo
never calls Iago "honest" (50); it is here (as well as in
Iago's soliloquies and his scenes with Emilia) that the
audience perhaps glimpses some of Iago's true character.
The "honesty scenes" and the Roderigo scenes contrast Iago's
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crudity with his veneer, and bring evil "out in the open"
(50).
Similarly, John Draper finds Roderigo quite
functional as a confidant and tool for Iago.

Draper reminds

us that Roderigo is "Shakespeare's own creation, and
Shakespeare wove him deeply into the plot" (Shakespeare's
Audience 102).

Roderigo's social status is not clearly

spelled out in the play; he appears to be a young gentleman
of some wealth who has come to Venice for his education,
like the gentlemen in Two Gentlemen of Verona.

He must have

enough social position to be a possible, even though
rejected, suitor of Desdemona. Draper believes he is likely
the son of the "new rich" class that has bought its
pretensions to nobility, "the spoiled child and the heir of
a family of wealth but perhaps doubtful gentility; he is
having his fling in Venice...and has engaged Iago as his
tutor in gaity and vice" (Shakespeare's Audience 108).
Stanislavsky imagines a similar background:

Roderigo is the

son of wealthy landowners, "a simple fellow and always
engaged in debauch... only capable of squandering the wealth
acquired by his father" (14).
The Folio calls Roderigo "a gull'd gentleman."

This

stock character of Elizabethan drama mocked the spendthrift,
pseudo-intellectual dandy of the times.

Thomas Dekker

dedicated The Gulls Hornbook to them:
I know most of you, 0 admirable gulls, can neither
write nor read.

A horn-book have I invented

because I would have you well schooled... If it
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lead you... astray, men will bear with your errors
because you are gulls. (69)
Dekker's tongue-in-cheek text praises, among other less
adventurous behaviors, going naked, and wearing long,
lice-ridden hair, and describes the proper behavior in a
tavern and theatre (sitting on the stage, competing with the
actors).

But the reader who has spent money and time on

such a useless (but amusing) entertainment as Dekker's text
is perhaps Dekker1s greatest gull.
Shakespeare depicts another such "gull'd gentleman" in
Sir Andrew Aguecheek of Twelfth Night.
empty-headed:

Sir Andrew is truly

Sir Toby must tell him what to say, whom to

love, and when to be jealous.

He does not recognize an

insult, and he shows no real passion for Olivia.
comparison, Roderigo must rise in our esteem.
passion, he

By

Driven by

shows both moral sensibilities and the ability

to reason.
Draper explains that "a soldier like Iago might take a
sort of prentice in the profession of gay living"
(Shakespeare 1s Audience 106).

The military was poorly paid.

Draper cites many abuses common in Elizabethan army life and
shows that the financial relationship between the two men
was "hardly extraordinary" ("Trash of Venice" 511).

Iago

must live, after all, and Shakespeare supplies his economic
background with Roderigo.
Of all the ways, moreover, that Iago could have
gotten a living, he chose the least blameworthy
that a soldier's life afforded; he is certainly less
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corrupt than the much be-lauded Falstaff; and the
ordinary Elizabethan would doubtless have considered
him 'honest as this world goes.' ("Trash of Venice"
515)
Shakespeare's audience would have recognized the situation
at once; "the figure of a shrewd, poor soldier exploiting a
gull was a familiar one," explains Marvin Rosenberg, "but
there is a special cruelty in the way Iago does it" (169).
The social class of ensign places Iago "something under
that of a gentleman," but "near enough the rank of gentleman
for others to treat him so" (Draper, Shakespeare's Audience
139).

Cassio and Montano both use "you" in their

conversations with him; only when drunk does Cassio display
his sense of social superiority.
Thus, Roderigo is a "gentleman of base blood" (Draper,
Shakespeare's Audience 105), whom Iago, the social inferior,
has gulled with false hopes for Desdemona.

The first three

lines, as Coleridge explains, "happily state the nature and
foundation of the friendship— the purse" (45).

Although

dismissed by many actors and critics, Roderigo is a stock
character with "human substance" (Granville-Barker 140).
Through his six conversations with Iago we see dynamic
social ambivalence as Iago guides, then masters, this
"first-generation" gentleman.

Perhaps Roderigo may have a

stronger moral nature and a more useful function than many
critics recognize.

PART IV:

SIX CONVERSATIONS

AN ANALYSIS OF RODERIGO AND IAGO'S DIALOGUES

The First Dialogue:

Roderigo.

Othello 1.1.1-180

Tush! Never tell me?

I take it much

unkindly
That thou, Iago, who hast had my purse
As if the strings were thine, shouldst know
of this.
Iago.

'Sblood, but you'll not hear me I

If ever I did

dream
Of such a matter, abhor me.
Roderigo.

Thou told'st me

Thou didst hold him in thy hate.
Iago.

Despise me
If I do not.

When Roderigo opens Act I, Iago may already have
delivered a face-threatening act (FTA):

Roderigo's first

comments suggest that Iago has given him some bad news.

The

fact that he is upset, reproachful, suggests that Iago has
used his blunt, "honest" manner— a bald, on-record FTA.
Roderigo responds in kind, accusing Iago of treachery.

The

FTA is delivered with no concern for Iago's face, with no
politeness to lessen the sting of his accusation.
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Iago responds defensively, with some heat, offering
slight conciliation in his claim that he didn't "dream" of
such a thing, either.

The presence of an oath ("'Sblood"),

however, weakens his stance:

Shakespeare, unlike most of

his contemporaries, does not use oaths very often; he
"reserved their use for moments of extreme indignation or
exasperation (Melchiori 62-3).

So Iago's defense actually

offers little real conciliation or redress to Roderigo's
face.
Roderigo responds with another verbal stab, this time a
suggestion that Iago is dishonest.

This FTA is slightly

redressed by its indirect quality— Roderigo states what Iago
has said rather than directly calling him a liar.
an "out" here:

Iago has

he can defend his earlier position.

In the lines that follow, Roderigo criticizes Iago's
behavior twice, each time using the slightly indirect
phrasing "I would" rather than "You should not":

"I rather

would have been his hangman," he states, and "I would not
follow him then."

The indirect phrasing deflects his

criticism, but neither FTA actually redresses Iago's face;
although Roderigo offers minimal politeness, by clearly
separating "my" choice from what "you" are doing, he
emphasizes his criticism rather than softening it.

In both

cases, Iago responds by fully defending his choices,
presumably convincing Roderigo since he offers no argument.
Although Roderigo is speaking in short lines, he
continues to direct the conversation.

After Iago proclaims,

"I am not what I am," Roderigo cuts off his philosopy and
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shifts the conversation from Iago's hatred to the action at
hand: "What a full fortune does the thick-lips owe if he can
carry't thus," he exclaims (line 64).

In these first

exchanges, then, neither Iago nor Roderigo seems
particularly concerned about threat to the other's face; one
might conclude that they have a secure, established, nearly
equal relationship. But since Roderigo is critical and
directs the flow of Iago's defensive comments, he may be of
higher rank.
Their use of personal pronouns clarifies their
relationship further.

Roderigo uses "thou," the second

person singular used between intimates or directed to those
of lower status.

This could, then, indicate a close

friendship? however, Iago responds here, and in all
subsequent places in this scene where a noun of direct
address is required, with either the more formal "you" or
"sir."

The audience is clearly receiving a signal about

social distance:

Roderigo has the higher rank and Iago is

not yet intimate enough to cross the social gap.
Later in this scene, Shakespeare uses the same means to
clarify another social relationship— this time between
Roderigo and Brabantio.

When Roderigo awakens the Senator,

addressing him as "signior," Brabantio asks, "What are
you?", using the polite or formal pronoun.

But when

Roderigo gives his name, Brabantio responds, "The worser
welcome I

I have charged thee..." (92-3).

He continues to

use "thee" until the close of the scene, when he accepts
Roderigo's help and wishes Roderigo had married his
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daughter: at this point the pronoun returns to "you."

He

says, "0, would you had had her....Do you know where we may
apprehend her and the Moor?" (172-4).

Now both are using

"you," the pronoun of equals, verifying Roderigo's gentleman
status as well as Brabantio's change of heart.
When the two of them arouse the sleeping Brabantio, the
contrast in their language further emphasizes their social
distance.

Iago makes suggestions, but Roderigo actually

begins the action.

Once begun, Roderigo treats the senator

respectfully: "Most reverend signior," he calls him, and
explains the matter quite politely when given the
opportunity.

Iago, on the other hand, uses bestial imagery

(first, a "black ram is tupping your white ewe," then "your
daughter covered with a Barbary horse," lines 85-6, 108-9)
to rudely shock Brabantio and his household.

While it is

true that Iago is hidden by the night, perhaps even actually
hiding on stage, and is probably unknown to the Senator, as
well, such a contrast suggests a certain courtesy in
Roderigo's nature that Iago's bluntness cannot match.

John

Russell Brown sees this contrast as an opportunity for the
actors to develop their characterizations:

"honesty or

stupidity in Roderigo; scorn and energy in Iago, with the
clearest indication so far of his hellish, destructive, and
bestial imagination" (Six Major Plays 305).
business supports this idea, as well.

A bit of stage

When Iago says, "You

are— a senator," actors sometimes account for the pause by
Roderigo's placing his hand over Iago's mouth (Sprague 186).
In deferring to Roderigo's "finer feelings" here, Iago may
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also indicate Roderigo's strength in this situation.
Roderigo follows this action and Iago's foul comments
with his longest speech in the play— a full twenty lines.
He begins,
Sir, I will answer anything.

But I beseech you,

If't be your pleasure and most wise consent,
As partly I find it is, that your fair daughter,
At this odd-even and dull watch o' th1 night,
Transported, with no worse nor better guard
But with a knave of common hire, a gondolier,
To the gross clasps of a lascivious Moor....
(117-123)
He pauses here, perhaps to let sink in the shock of his
claim.

He has delivered quite a FTA, presented without

redress, in startling, graphic language.

Shakespeare has

given him eloquent blank verse, and he speaks as an
educated, refined gentleman.
If this be known to you, and your allowance,
We then have done you bold and saucy wrongs;
But if you know not this, my manners tell me
We have your wrong rebuke.

Do not believe

That from the sense of all civility
I would thus play and trifle with your reverence.
(124-129)
His earlier sarcasm now emphasizes his sense of injury at
Brabantio's remarks, even as "manners," "civility," and
"your reverence" constrast pointedly with Brabantio's
earlier epithet, "thou art a villain" (line 114).

Sarcasm
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is also face-threatening, especially unredressed by any
humorous intent as we see it here.
Your daughter, if you have not given her leave,
I say again, hath made a gross revolt
Tying her duty, beauty, wit, and fortunes
In an extravagant and wheeling stranger
Of here and everywhere.

Straight satisfy yourself.

If she be in her chamber, or your house,
Let loose on me the justice of the state
For thus deluding you.

(130-138)

After another brief sarcasm, he waxes eloquent in describing
Desdemona's "revolt," then once again presents his "simple
and pure soul" with his obvious suggestion: "just check and
see if I'm right, Brabantio."
The speech reveals a gentleman of some breeding, sure
of his facts, his manners, and his tongue— this is no
gauche, inept Sir Andrew Aguecheekl

Obviously the urgency

of his message allows him to present this unpleasant
information so baldly.

After Iago1s rude comments,

Roderigo's voice is sweet, even with its graphic terms and
angry sarcasm.

The distracted Brabantio hears no

discourtesy; in recognizing the urgency of Roderigo's
message, he changes his opinion of the bearer:

"Good

Roderigo," he promises, "I will deserve your pains" (line
180) .
Thus, in scene 1, we meet a gentlemanly Roderigo.

He is

accusatory, while Iago is defensive and deferential; he has
the conversational edge of power suggested by the forms of
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address.

In addition, Roderigo both opens the conversation,

and then changes the subject, shifting Iago from talk of his
own hate to the matter at hand.

He may actually shut off

Iago1s vituperative comments to Brabantio and take brief
charge of the stage during his extended speech.

These

details point to his higher status and Iago's respect for
their differences.

In addition, Brabantio gives him

gentlemanly status with his pronoun usage, and Roderigo's
long speech indicates some breeding and education.
However, the length of Iago's defensive comments, which
explain how he hates the Moor and how one may serve oneself
while serving a master, contrasts with Roderigo1s short
comments, and may suggest a teacher-pupil relationship.

In

addition, Iago becomes very directive after he concludes his
"lecture" with "I am not what I am":
verbs, without any softening gambits.

he uses imperative
"Call up her father,

rouse him," he commands (64-5). And when Roderigo suggests
his course of action (line 71: "Here is her father's house.
I'll call aloud"), Iago endorses his idea, with instructions
on how to do it successfully.

Even so, although Iago

directs him to wake up Brabantio, Roderigo is actually left
to manage the remainder of the scene when Iago leaves early
to return to the Moor.

Ironically, Roderigo has accused

Iago of treachery "in the first speech of the play," and now
"Iago justifies the suspicion of treachery by seeking to
betray his master" (Moore 190-1).

What a pity Roderigo does

not recognize his friend's disengenuousness.
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Thus, while Iago1s directive comments may suggest he is
actually in charge, he also feels the need to respect
Roderigo's higher social status.

He is apparently not

certain of Roderigo's loyalty or his own power over him? he
certainly does not want to lose Roderigo's purse.

These

details set up an interesting tension between "master-man"
and "leader-follower":

while their politeness routines

indicate that Roderigo is a young nobleman and Iago his
trusted but lower-class friend, their conversation also
reveals Iago's power.

The Second Dialogue:

Othello 1.3.296-373

Roderigo demonstrates his importance as a sounding
board for developing Iago's character during their
conversation in 1.3.

When responding to Roderigo's more

"noble" thoughts, Iago shows a cynical and worldly
philosophy:

"Virtue?

A figl"

he says, meaning "small,

valueless, contemptible (OED, "fig"), or possibly using
"fig" as an obscene expletive (Draper, "Trash of Venice"
530).

Martin Elliott, in his careful study of the Early

Modern English meanings in Othello, sees in Roderigo's use
of virtue the meaning "power," which Iago subverts to "moral
virtue" in developing his philosphy (89).

This is a

tempting reading, for it shows Iago manipulating words to
his own ends, as he does others' thoughts and actions, and
it allows him to show his disregard for morality, as well.
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But when Iago describes love as animal desire, Roderigo
"instinctively protests" (Brown, Six Major Plays 321):
cannot be" (line 329).

"It

John Russell Brown sees this as an

opportunity to "show the character in a new light, perhaps
as an idealist" (321).

Roderigo's idealism contrasts nicely

with Iago's response; Iago describes love as "merely a lust
of the blood and a permission of the will" (line 330).
Plainly he has little patience for the moral and romantic
values of his fellow man.
The social relationship between the two men has
undergone considerable change from the first scene.
Roderigo has seen his lady love married to another and sent,
presumably beyond reach, to Cyprus.

This emotionally

shattering turn of events breaks down the social barrier
between them, for Roderigo turns to Iago with his sorrow,
tenative and much in need of reassurance.

Iago takes on a

more fatherly role; he is bracing, and his language is much
more intimate.
Roderigo.
Iago.

Iago?

What say'st thou, noble heart?

Roderigo. What will I do, think's thou?
Iago.

Why, go to bed and sleep.

Roderigo.
Iago.

I will incontinently drown myself.

If thou dost, I shall never love thee after.
Why, thou silly gentleman?

Roderigo.

It is silliness to live when to live is

torment; and then have we a prescription to die
when death is our physician.
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Iago.

0 villainous 1

I have looked upon the

world for four times seven years, and since
I could distinguish betwixt a benefit and an
injury, I never found man that knew how to
love himself.

Ere I would say I would drown

myself for the love of a guinea hen, I would
change my humanity with a baboon.
Roderigo.

What should I do?

I confess it is my

shame to be so fond, but it is not in my virtue
to amend it.
Iago.

Virtue?

A figl

are thus, or thus.

'Tis in ourselves that we
(296-315)

Roderigo again opens the conversation, but with a
question, indicating a tenative rather than powerful
position.

In this scene he has ten speeches, five of them

questions, giving Iago more power in the dialogue.

His use

of "will" instead of "shall" in "What will I do" expresses
his initial despair (Variorum 80); "will" indicates desire
or purpose, while "shall" denotes "inevitable futurity"
(Abbott 223).

He doesn't know what he wants— his life has

lost its purpose.
Iago's greeting and initial forthright, unsentimental
response suggest that he has not considered how deeply
Roderigo is in love or how despondent he will be, seeing
Desdemona snatched away.

Even after Roderigo's suicide

threat, Iago's tone remains amused.

He first jokes about

it, providing a sense of camaraderie which offers positive
politeness even as it ridicules.
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When Roderigo responds seriously, however, Iago takes a
different approach.

His face-threatening comment, "0

villainous 1", is followed by negative politeness, a
generalization, which serves to distance both of them from
the idea of suicide.

Then he exaggerates amusingly,

applying the principle to himself, providing positive
redress as well.
Distanced from his initial despair and slightly
comforted by Iago1s positive politeness, Roderigo repeats
his question.

He substitutes "should" for "will," however.

Apparently Iago's comments have begun to build his spirit,
although using the secondary modal "should," rather than a
primary modal (such as "shall"), indicates continued
uncertainty.
Iago's response, an oath followed by a little homily,
may be seen as ridicule redressed by a generalization
(negative politeness).

The speech also marks his teacher

role, shaped as it is by a little example and explication.
Thus, even as he distances himself slightly by using
negative rather than positive redress, he gathers power from
the role he undertakes.
Roderigo refers to Iago as "thou" throughout, a pronoun
of either intimacy or social distance, depending on the
situation.

Iago responds with the intimate use of "thou,"

which fits the bracing tone he takes on to convince Roderigo
not to commit suicide.

In this situation, he has become a

friend, and the men talk as equals rather than as young
noble and servant advisor.

In fact, Iago declares his
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friendship:

"I have professed me thy friend, and I confess

me knit to thy deserving with cables of perdurable
toughness" (331-334).

Linfield, in his article "You and

Thou in Shakespeare," believes that Iago demonstrates his
power through his manipulation of the pronouns: now
"blatantly in control," he will "manipulate the forms of
address as he wishes" (166).

Whether calculating or merely

paternal at this early stage, the use of "thou" here does
reflect their changed relationship.
So do the epithets Iago uses to address Roderigo:

he

calls Roderigo "noble heart," a courteous but familiar term,
and "silly gentleman," much less polite and therefore a
stronger indication of his sense of power in this scene— he
would not risk offending the one who filled the purse, after
all.

The OED defines "silly" as "one deserving sympathy,"

the likely reading here, although Roderigo plays on the word
in his next speech to mean "lacking in judgment" when he
states, "'Tis silliness to live when to live is torment."
Interestingly, "silly" also meant, to sixteenth-century
ears, "defenseless," "weak," and "a conventional (poetic)
epithet of sheep," all of which Iago could use to describe
Roderigo later in the play.
Ever the opportunist, Iago now takes advantage of
Roderigo's admitted weakness. "Come, be a man," he urges,
redressing this FTA with positive politeness (a joke).

He

then uses a series of imperatives; while they fit his
bracing tone, they are also used in a potentially
threatening setting for Roderigo:

"Put money in thy purse"
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(334), repeated ten times (in slightly different forms, but
all with imperative verbs) is a rather blunt and therefore
unsafe way of influencing one's patron. Using imperatives is
"bald-on-record usage," the most face-threatening choice
(Brown and Levinson 100), and we are "a little surprised" by
his bluntness (Heilman 75).

Stanislavsky had Roderigo burst

into wild laughter toward the end of this speech— apparently
he saw the repetition as a kind of in-joke and "the two
comrades in closest friendship" (76).

This reading would

make the repetition a kind of positive politeness which
asserts common ground.

Coleridge identifies pride in the

repetition, a pride "of an anticipated dupe, stronger than
the love of lucre" (49).

Purnell believes "the repeated

reference to 'money' is equivalent to 'this is your game,
but you must be prepared to pay for it'" (qtd. in Variorum
86).

Each step of Iago's plan has its price.
Whatever his intent, Iago must have been very sure of

his position in Roderigo's affection, and Roderigo cements
that relationship by accepting the imperatives and vowing,
"I'll sell all my land" (373).

Now this is no small matter;

Granville-Barker explains that this will "leave [him] to the
mercy of events"; his vow "had a significance for
Shakespeare's audience that it cannot have for us" (141).
With liquid assets, Roderigo can travel to Cyprus and pursue
Desdemona easily, but such a rash act will leave him no
reserves.
Iago's blatant effort to get more money shows the
change in their relationship:

while the gambit in "I could
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never better stead thee than now" (334-5) suggests his
servant role, his repeated directive "put money in thy
purse" is the voice of a friend, not the subtle hint of a
manipulative servant.

The 1622 quarto includes four more

lines of conversation here which further emphasize Iago's
friendly concern:

"No more of drowning, do you hear,

Roderigo?" he asks.
Finally, Iago closes the conversation, demonstrating
power to the end.

He commands, "Traverse, go, provide thy

moneyl" (367), and, although Roderigo stays with one more
question, Iago insists:

"Go to, farewell."

He is left

alone on the stage, in full control.

The Third Dialogue:

Othello 2.1.211-285

Roderigo and Iago next speak together in 2.1, after
their arrival on Cyprus.

The exchange between the two is

much less friendly, as Iago obviously feels he has the upper
hand and can manage Roderigo easily.

Of course, Roderigo

seems more dependent on him in Cyprus; the play mentions no
other friends or activities to separate Roderigo here from
Iago's influence and protection.
of this later in the scene:

Iago in fact reminds him

"be you ruled by me.

brought you from Venice..." (264-5).

I have

All Roderigo's

hopes— and money— are invested in Iago's good will.
Possibly Iago decides that since this gold mine is empty, he
need no longer be courteous.
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So Iago begins the section with Roderigo by speaking to
him just as he has to a servant:
[To an Attendant]
harbor.

Do thou meet me presently at the

[To Roderigo]

Come hither.... (211-12)

Iago uses no form of address, no courtesy, just a command
comparable to his words to the attendant.

This is followed

by a thinly veiled insult:
If thou b e 'st valiant (as they say base men
being in love have then a nobility in their
natures more than is native to them), list me.
(212-15)
"As they say" makes the face-threatening insult indirect;
Iago can protest, "this was just an example," if Roderigo
gets angry.

All the same, Iago's contempt is clear.

"Base"

here may mean "low in social status," an insult to the
social position Roderigo seems to have at the play's
beginning.

Or it may refer to "low in moral

scale...reprehensibly cowardly or selfish."

According to

the OED, this is the meaning Shakespeare used in 3^ Henry VI,
1.1, and since Iago refers to a "nobility in their natures,"
this definition may be more likely.

In either case, the

word choice is insulting to the training and gentle nature
Roderigo would aspire to as a young man of quality.
Russell Brown suggests that Iago

John

may treat it as an aside,

"for his own amusement," or as spoken to Roderigo, urging
valiant behavior (Six Major Plays 330).
Then Iago adds injury to his insult by bluntly and
without redress informing Roderigo that Desdemona and Cassio
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are in love, a blow to Roderigo's hopes as he now appears to
have two competitors.

He speaks in insulting, imperative

phrases such as "lay thy finger to thy lips" to cut off
Roderigo's comments.

And his gambits are phrased in the

most direct, imperative way possible:
says, and later, "be ruled by me."

"be instructed" he

Clearly he is not

concerned with social status or Roderigo's face; he is the
leader in both appearance and fact.
While Roderigo allows Iago to defame Othello and
Cassio, "without protest" (Brown, Six Major Plays 330), he
interrupts to defend Desdemona:

"I cannot believe that in

her; she's full of most blessed condition" (lines 248-9).
Apparently, while Iago sees a scientific reality— "the wine
she drinks is made of grapes" (line 251)— Roderigo senses
"something holy, something not susceptible to rational
analysis in her" (Hawkes 166).

Once again we see their

contrasting natures; although Iago has commandeered
Roderigo's pronouns and his money, he has not yet ruined his
moral sense.
In Iago's reply to Roderigo's "blessed condition," we
see a response similar to his use of "virtue" in 1.3.

While

Roderigo's "blessed" means something holy, deserving
reverence, Iago uses it with the expletive, "fig's end."
While Iago may be cursing Roderigo's meaning, the phrasing
("Blessed fig's end") suggests the subversion of "blessed"
to its ironic meaning of "cursed" (OED), making the entire
phrase a single entity.

Once again Iago manipulates

Roderigo's words into new and antithetical meanings.
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Roderigo, on the other hand, appears to be distancing
himself slightly from Iago, even as he agrees to cooperate.
He calls Iago "you" for the first time.

While he does not

complain about Iago's discourteous treatment, he does still
maintain enough individual thought to argue with his mentor.
When Iago tries to persuade Roderigo that Desdemona and
Cassio are lovers, Roderigo refuses to believe Iago's story;
for all that Iago calls him "base," Roderigo knows enough of
courtly behavior to be certain that what he has seen "was
but courtesy" (256).

The passage is also notable because

Iago relies almost entirely on declarative sentences
(instead of his usual imperatives) in directing Roderigo's
ideas.

While declarative sentences seem more polite than

imperatives, Robin Lakoff shows that they are still
discourteous:

"to require someone to believe what you're

saying...is asking something more demeaning," for the
construction gives the speaker superiority (101).

So even

here Iago demonstrates his sense of control.
Throughout this conversation, Iago has referred to
Roderigo as "thou," signifying their presumed close
friendship, or as Linfield argues, his contempt (166).
Certainly his early treatment of Roderigo as servant and his
comment on "base men" support this reading.

But now, as he

attempts to persuade Roderigo to participate in his plot
against Cassio, he switches to a consistent use of "sir" and
"you."

He has attempted to win Roderigo's help by exciting

his anger against Cassio; the unredressed insults and
imperatives have failed to create jealousy in his dupe, so
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now his tone becomes businesslike.
politeness:

Iago returns to positive

Roderigo may decide how he will enrage Cassio

during the watch, with "what other course you please" (269).
He reminds Roderigo of his desire, and then asserts common
ground, "our prosperity" (280), as the goal of this plot.
In the end, Iago succeeds in his persuasion; he closes
the conversation (an indication of control), and Roderigo
leaves the scene first, with Iago still powerful and ready
to explain himself to the audience.

He refers to Roderigo

once, calling him "this poor trash of Venice" (304). This
term, used here with the hunting reference that follows,
presents a striking image of the current relationship
between the two men: like a hunting dog, Roderigo must be
appeased, cajoled, trained and finally directed to do his
master's will.

The Fourth Dialogue:

Othello 2.3.363-382

Roderigo enjoys a brief but important appearance in
2.3, when he provokes Cassio off stage, then rushes on with
Cassio at his heels.

He speaks only two words, a cowardly

squeal in reponse to Cassio's fury:

"Beat me?".

And he

shows no initiative, for Iago directs him first to follow
Cassio and then to leave the scene to raise the alarm.

His

unquestioning obedience foreshadows the complete mastery
Iago demonstrates in their subsequent dialogue.
Roderigo reappears at Iago's bidding in line 362, often
cut and bleeding (Hankey 211).

He makes petulant but
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truthful complaint that he is not doing much of any
importance:
Roderigo.

I do follow here in the chase,

not like a hound that hunts, but one that
fills up the cry.

My money is almost spent;

I have been tonight exceedingly well
cudgeled, and I think the issue will be,
that I shall have so much experience
for my pains; and so, with no money at all,
and a little more wit, return again to Venice.
Iago.

How poor are they that have not patience 1
What wound did ever heal but by degrees?
Thou know'st we work by wit, and not by
witchcraft;
And wit depends on dilatory time.
Does't not go well?

Cassio hath beaten thee,

And thou by that small hurt hath cashiered Cassio.
(363-375)
Roderigo is disillusioned and sulky.
appropriately to this mood, in prose.

He speaks,
He seems to

understand his situation quite clearly— he is a follower,
spending money with no return but a beating.

His reference

to hunting recalls Iago's hunting metaphor at the end of
their last dialogue:

he recognizes Iago's control.

But his

complaint contains no threat to Iago; he simply wants
cheering up.
We expect Iago to placate him once again: the purse is
not quite empty, after all.

Instead, Iago controls the
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conversation topic with flowing blank verse and a
teacher-like lecture on patience which shuts out Roderigo's
responses.

While he does place the event in a positive

light— their plot has succeeded, and Cassio is
"cashiered"— he focuses on his own plot, not even mentioning
Roderigo's interest in the matter (Desdemona).

This is the

first time Iago uses blank verse in a conversation with
Roderigo; clearly he is mentally moving beyond this minor
matter with his gull to wider spheres of influence and a
much greater victim.
He refers to Roderigo as "thou," first scolding him for
impatience, then directing him home to bed.

His imperatives

indicate the busy leader, impatient with delay.

After

presenting the tantalizing tidbit that Cassio is
"cashiered," he refuses to allow questions:
Thou shalt know more hereafter.

"Away, I sayI

Nay, get thee gone 1"

(380-82), he exclaims to close the conversation; Roderigo
has not even had the opportunity to argue.

Some stage Iagos

act extremely impatient throughout this little scene (an
ironic contrast to Iago's maxim on patience); Fetcher
"pushed and shoved Roderigo off stage" at this point (Hankey
211). So Roderigo has been mastered; he is dependent,
obedient, and Iago is untroubled by the demands of courtesy
required earlier in their relationship.
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The Fifth Dialogue;

Othello 4.2.170-245

Roderigo disappears for all of Act 3.

When he

reappears in 4.2, however, he has pulled away from Iago's
control.

This scene is critical to our understanding of

Roderigo's character development.
Iago.

How now, Roderigo?

Roderigo.

I do not find thou deal'st justly

with me.
Iago.

What in the contrary?

Roderigo.

Every day thou daff'st me with some

device, Iago, and rather, as it seems to
me now, keep'st from me all conveniency
than suppliest me with the least advantage
of hope.

I will indeed no longer endure it;

nor am I yet persuaded to put up in peace
what already I have foolishly suffered.
Iago.

Will you hear me, Roderigo?

Roderigo.

I have heard too much, and your

words and performances are no kin together.
Iago. You charge me most unjustly.
Roderigo.

With naught but truth.

wasted myself out of my means.

I have
The jewels

you have had from me to deliver Desdemona
would half have corrupted a votarist.

You

have told me she hath received them, and
returned me expectations and comforts of
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sudden respect and acquaintance; but I
find none.
Iago.

Well, go to; very well.

Roderigo.

Very well?

Go to?

I cannot go to,

man; nor 'tis not very well.

Nay, I think

it is scurvy, and begin to find myself
fopped in it.
Iago.

Very well.

Roderigo. I tell you 'tis not very well.
will make myself known to Desdemona.

I
If she

will return me my jewels, I will give over
my suit and repent my unlawful solicitation.
If not, assure yourself I will seek
satisfaction of you.
Iago.

You have said now?

(170-200).
Roderigo begins with a critical declaration: "I do not find
that thou deals't justly with me."

This threatening

statement is only slightly modified by the cognitive "I do
not find"; his next six lines continue the criticism,
redressed only by another cognitive, "as it seems to me
now."

He has both a specific complaint ("your words and

performances are no kin together") and a plan of action ("I
will make myself known to Desdemona").

He uses "thou" and

"Iago" in his first speech, then switches to the impersonal
"you" for the remainder of the scene, calling Iago "man" in
the midst of his angry argument.
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Roderigo speaks in prose, and, if his speech lacks
eloquence, its "energy is indisputable" (Brown, Six Major
Plays 382); Iago's comments appear light, careless, and
Roderigo responds with spiralling emphasis, calling Iago's
handling of his affairs "scurvy" and threatening to "seek
satisfaction."

These are certainly unredressed FTAs that

demonstrate Roderigo's sense of superiority and lack of
fear. Granville-Barker describes Roderigo as "magnificently
overriding Iago's protests" here:

"The fellow is his social

inferior, after all, and no better than a pimp" (70).
Roderigo has indeed shown "mettle"; his "refusal to be
deflected" (Brown, Six Major Plays 382) shows unexpected
strength of character.

Outside Iago's immediate influence

he has found courage and a clear head.
Iago is placed in a defensive position:

Roderigo,

although no longer a source of income, is a threat since he
may unwittingly expose Iago's chicanery.

First he employs a

fatherly "thou," flattering Roderigo for his new-found
spirit:

"now I see there’s mettle in thee...give me thy

hand" (203-5).

Usually he offers his hand at this point,

and Roderigo refuses it or must be wheedled.

Margaret

Webster had the men draw swords and fight briefly (Hankey
291) .
But now Iago has the floor, and he begins to tangle
Roderigo in a new plot to destroy Cassio.

He must, however,

switch to more courteous modes of address since the fatherly
"thou" and flattery have failed to charm his gull.

He

begins by calling Roderigo "Sir," then uses "you" to the
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close of the scene. No longer can Roderigo's needs be
ignored or their social relationship abused.

Even his

"directives" are moderated by request gambits like "if you
will" and modified imperatives ("you may take him").
Roderigo demonstrates firmer character to the close of
the scene.

While in 2.1 Roderigo was cooperative though

noncommittal, now he is not so easily persuaded: "I will
hear further reason for this," he asserts: Granville-Barker
comments ironically, "Reason and Roderigo go well together"
(71). They exit together, another mark of their changing
relationship; no longer sure of his control, Iago cannot
allow Roderigo to leave alone.

Once again their social

relationship has shifted, probably because of Roderigo's
belated show of manhood and the subsequent threat to Iago's
safety.

The Sixth Dialogue:

Othello 5.1.1-27

Roderigo and Iago speak only seven lines to each other
in 5.1 before hiding separately and speaking in soliloquy.
This final conversation shows Iago once again directive,
building up Roderigo's courage.

Roderigo, however, asserts

his needs with an imperative verb ("Be near at hand," he
requests), showing some independence of thought as he
explains Iago has provided him "satisfying reasons" to do
what he has "no great devotion to" (8).

Accepting "reasons"

to commit murder, however, suggests that, even as he
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distances himself from Iago, he has given up what moral
sensibility he exhibited earlier.
One wonders what those reasons might have been:

Iago

implies that Roderigo is inflamed with passion (line 11: "I
have rubbed this young quat almost to the sense"), but
Roderigo's callous rationalization (line 10: "'Tis but a man
gone") seems reluctant, not angry.

Although Iago has once

again directed Roderigo's actions, Roderigo's reluctance
seems to suggest that Iago is losing control, especially
after Roderigo's defiance in 4.2.

Perhaps, given just one

more scene, Roderigo could have pulled himself free?

As it

is, despite his degraded moral sense, Roderigo seems to be
thinking for himself, and his small willfulness foreshadows
Iago's loss of control over the events which follow.

PART V:

CONCLUSION

RODERIGO'S MORALITY VS. IAGO'S MASTERY

Roderigo is obedient to the end, finally recognizing
Iago's nature in his dying breath: "0 damned Iagol
inhuman dogl" (5.1.62).

0

He has developed from the

questioning student and blind follower of Act 1 who gave all
his wealth for love, into a more assertive individual who
argues and demands satisfying reasons before he commits
himself.
The politeness indicators have illuminated both some
small but real character development in Roderigo and the
rise and fall of his relationship with Iago.
dialogue presents a formal social distance;
gentleman, Iago is not.

The first
Roderigo is a

Their power, indicated by their

strategies for performing FTAs, is slightly in Roderigo’s
favor, for he does more FTAs with limited negative redress.
Iago's power shows more subtly, in his "teacher" role.

But

the presence of politeness routines demonstrates he is
clearly not in command.

The social distance closes in the

second scene, because of Roderigo's despair (which allows
Iago to become paternal) and Iago's positive politeness,
which asserts common ground, a companionship Roderigo does
not reject.
closes:

Iago's power increases as their social distance

knowledge (in this case of the extent of Roderigo's
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passion for Desdemona) brings him the opportunity to "put
money in

[his] purse," and he eagerly takes advantage of

the chance.
The third dialogue may be Iago's first attempt to
incite jealousy in another.

He uses on-record unredressed

FTAs, which do not work on Roderigo, who shows independent
thought.

So Iago switches to more formal modes, evidenced

by the terms of address and positive politeness.

These

strategies work; Roderigo carries out his part of Iago's
plot.

So the fourth dialogue shows Iago fully in control;

Roderigo, beaten and petulant, is sent home to bed without a
chance to respond or question his mentor.

The two are

distanced by strategy (Iago speaks as a teacher, with maxim
followed by discussion) and by Iago's blank verse.

Iago's

final FTA is bald and unredressed, "Nay, get thee gonel".
However, in their fifth conversation, the two return to
the social distance of 1.1.

Roderigo does a series of FTAs,

redressed only slightly with cognitives; Iago returns to the
positive politeness and formal terms of address which worked
so well in 2.3.

That Roderigo can force a return to the

initial social relationship, that Iago must use positive
politeness to achieve his ends, point to Roderigo's growing
strength.

Iago's loss of power and his need to change

strategies here suggest how tenuously he actually controls
both Roderigo's and Othello's deceptions.
Granville-Barker dismisses Roderigo's case as "another
tale of moral degradation" (140), claiming that "he goes to
the devil with his eyes open, yet blindly" (141).

Yet John
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Draper disagrees, citing Roderigo's demands for reasons, his
dying remorse, as evidence of moral impulse.

He sees what

is going on, but "in the presence of the charmer, he falls
under the spell," explains Draper (Shakespeare1s Audience
115). If he had survived this experience, Draper suggests,
he might even have "grown up into something like a man"
(114), wiser for his pains.
The fact that he recognizes his own evil, exclaiming "0
villain that I ami" (5.1.29), as well as declaring Iago's
perversity, sets him apart from his mentor, who shows the
frustration of failure, not remorse, when he is caught in
his schemes.

In this way he "approaches the Shakespearean

tragic character who at the very moment of loss ironically
comes into a better kind of possession" (Heilman 76),
although his moral recognition is limited.
Robert Heilman has called Roderigo a "lesser,
semitragic analog of Othello" (75).

Heilman draws this

concept from Francis Fergusson1s text, The Idea of a
Theatre, in which Fergusson discusses the purpose of double
or minor plots in Hamlet.

Fergusson suggests that the plots

in drama act much as "reflector" characters do in a novel by
Henry James; they "mirror" the action and "reveal it from
various (ironically different) angles" (104).

So the

various plot strands reveal the whole of a drama:
The situation, the moral and metaphysical 'scene'
of the drama, is presented only as one character
after another sees it and reflects it....the various
stories with their diverse casts of characters are
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analogous, and...the drama as a whole is
therefore 'one by analogy' only....We must be
prepared to follow these shifting perspectives,
as we move from character to character and from
story to story, trying, as we go, to divine the
supreme analogue, the underlying theme, to which
they all point in their various ways.

(104)

Heilman sees Roderigo as analog in the play's exploration of
love:

Iago makes Othello "disbelieve in a love truly his;

Roderigo believe in a love never his" (261, note 67).
men love passionately.

Both

Roderigo sells his land— his

livelihood— for love, and Othello commits much more.

But

how different their views of that love, one believing he may
buy his way into Desdemona's affections, the other desiring
"to be free and bounteous to her mind" (1.3.260).
Likewise, we gain through both men a view of Iago, the
friend and manipulator.

Both men rely on Iago's friendship,

and each loses what he values most through misplaced trust.
Each becomes so completely controlled that Iago can guide
him into evil actions.

Auden believes that Iago's "main

game is Roderigo's moral corruption" (6); if this is so,
Roderigo's betrayal underscores Iago's treachery with
Othello:

Iago is acting (as he himself claims) out of

hatred and perhaps a certain pleasure in the sport
(recalling the hunting metaphors he uses with Roderigo).
Emilia links Roderigo and Othello in her cry at Desdemona's
bed in 5.2.160:
are to Iago

"0 gulll

0 doltl".

That is what both men
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We see also through the two plots how people differ in
their response to evil.

Othello is

reluctant to believe,

but once convinced, believes wholeheartedly and
passionately.

Credulous Roderigo becomes increasingly

harder to convince, and Iago must increase his positive
politeness while returning to status-marking forms of
address to maintain control.

Roderigo will not be tempted

to jealousy in 2.1; in both 2.1 and 4.2 he requires
reasons— cause/effect explanations— before he agrees to
Iago's plotting.

Granville-Barker explains, "...there is no

passion in him, evil or good, to stimulate"; Iago corrupts
his mind (142).

Yet his mind remains clear:

he writes

those important letters which show he understands what is
happening.

And his moral sense, although corrupted to "'Tis

but a man gone" in 5.1, returns to recognition of evil, in
both himself and Iago, before he dies.

Othello's corruption

through passion is much easier to understand.
The last scene focuses attention directly on the moral
waffling Roderigo has been enacting throughout:

he seems to

understand what Iago is doing to him, yet he cannot resist
Iago's control.

Every moral impulse or clear view of his

situation is stifled under Iago's mastery.

In this way, he

shows a more dynamic and complicated characterization than
the critics have recognized; Shakespeare has granted even
this minor character human depth and individuality.

APPENDIX:

DOING FTAS IN OTHELLO 3.3

HOW IAGO MANIPULATES OTHELLO

If Roderigo1s and Othello's plots both provide views of
Iago the manipulator, they also show a "causal dependence"
such as Moulton describes in Shakespeare the Dramatic Artist
(qtd. in Fergusson 103).

Coleridge suggests that Iago

practices his method on Roderigo first; he believes Iago's
attempt in 2.1 to develop jealousy in Roderigo (against
Cassio) is "rehearsal on the dupe of the traitor's
intentions on Othello" (Variorum 115). As we have seen,
Iago's bald, unredressed FTAs do not convince Roderigo, who
responds with flat denial:

"I cannot believe that in

her..." (2.1.249).
Iago makes his next experiment in linguistic
manipulative strategy with Cassio in 2.3.

He practices

abusing the Cooperative Principle, that shared assumption
that participants in a conversation intend to communicate
clearly, that the speaker is being as helpful as possible,
and that listeners may safely make reasonable inferences
from the utterances.

Thus, when a speaker says something

seemingly irrelevant or contradictory, the listener assumes
this principle in order to begin making meaning from the
statement.

For example:
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A: (by an obviously immobilized car) "My car's broken
down."
B: "There is a garage round the corner."
B's statement is not clearly relevant; however, A would
probably assume that B's reponse is cooperative— designed to
be helpful— and draw the conclusion that the garage is open
and has a mechanic who might repair the problem (Hurford and
Heasley 286).

This principle places cooperation— and

therefore trust— as the basis of communication.

We assume a

speaker is honest or truthful unless he has been proved
untrustworthy.

And that is the aspect Iago manipulates in

this dialogue.
In 2.3, Iago manages the situation so that Cassio
drinks too much, behaves indiscretely, and loses his
position.

Then he offers Cassio advice, beginning with,

"And, good lieutenant, I think you think I love you" (310).
This slight convolution contains the dialogue's irony, for
Cassio does indeed "think" so:
sir,"

he responds (312).

"I have well approved it,

So Iago has allowed Cassio to

draw an incorrect conclusion (that Iago has his welfare at
heart) without actually saying something contrary to fact
(e.g.: "Sir, you know I love you" would be a direct lie).
Then Iago advises Cassio to ask Desdemona for help,
advice "honest, probal to thinking, and indeed the course to
win the Moor again" (337-9).

"How," he asks in soliloquy

after Cassio leaves, "am I then a villain to counsel Cassio
to this parallel course, directly to his good?" (348-50).
Cassio believes it good advice, for he acts on it at once.
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But Iago reveals that he intends to make the Moor jealous of
Cassio and his wife? when Desdemona pleads for Cassio, "by
how much she strives to do him good, she shall undo her
credit with the Moor" (358-9).

Thus Iago is definitely

breaking the cooperative principle while appearing to have
Cassio's best interests at heart.

Iago uses a clear image

to describe his linguistic manipulation:
When devils will the blackest sins put on,
They do suggest at first with heavenly shows,
As I do now.

(351-3)

Iago draws both on his knowledge of the cooperative
principle and on strategies for doing FTAs in his
conversations with Othello in Act 3.
the cooperative principle.
the value of this:

First, he establishes

Othello has already demonstrated

in 2.3, when Othello breaks up the fight

and Iago explains what has happened, Othello assumes, "Thy
honesty and love doth mince this matter,/ Making it light to
Cassio" (244-5).

And Othello uses this assessment of Iago's

trustworthiness and presumed concern for his brother officer
to make his judgment.
So in 3.3, Iago uses Othello's belief in his good
intentions to make him distrust Desdemona.

After some

preliminary "teasers," intended to worry Othello with the
suggestion that something is gravely wrong, Iago states, "My
lord, you know I love you" (117).

Now we know that Iago

hates the Moor, but Othello "knows" differently.

Iago's

statement reminds Othello that Iago is trustworthy, and
suggests that the conversation has hidden meanings which
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Iago is reluctant to state.

Othello then reflects on the

workings of the cooperative principle, explaining why Iago's
comments bother him:
Othello.

I think thou dost;

And for I know thou'rt full of love and honesty
And weigh'st thy words before thou giv'st
them breath,
Therefore these stops of thine fright me the more;
For such things in a false disloyal knave
Are tricks of custom; but in a man that's just
They're close dilations, working from the heart
That passion cannot rule.

(117-124)

Othello "thinks" Iago loves him— he weighs the idea
carefully.

Because he "knows" Iago is "full of love," a

trustworthy speaker, he must consider why Iago is breaking
the rules.

Readers and viewers often wonder why Othello

cannot "see through" Iago's lies, but here Othello gives the
answer:

Iago has proved himself loyal, trusted.

The weight

of speech conventions is therefore on his side; Othello
naturally expects him to speak as directly and genuinely as
he can.

Iago's "stops," those "close dilations of the

heart," justifiably concern Othello, for, since he assumes
that the cooperative principle is at work, his job is to
unravel the implications behind Iago's indirect speech.
Since Iago's message in 3.3 is indeed very
risky— highly threatening to Othello's face— Iago chooses to
do the FTA off record.

This means he chooses indirect

strategies, including vague or incomplete comments and
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inviting conversational implicature (Brown and Levinson
219) .
An implicature is the conclusion a listener draws or
the inferences a listener makes, based on what the speaker
says and the context surrounding the utterance.

This means

that the cooperative principle must be in place, and,
because we expect conversational contributions to be
genuine, when a comment doesn't quite make sense, we use
tone of voice, setting, previous comments, and background
knowledge to make meaning from the transaction, to work out
the conversational implicature.
Brown and Levinson use the maxims of H. P. Grice,
described in his essay "Logic and Conversation," to explain
how implicature communicates an FTA indirectly.

Grice

explains that contributions should move the conversation
forward and meet certain maxims he has identified:
1. Quality (say what you believe to be true or
for which you have evidence).
2. Quantity (be as informative as required, not
more so).
3. Relation (be relevant).
4. Manner (be clear, brief, and orderly).
When these maxims are ignored by the speaker (as they often
are), the listener must make sense of the comment by
figuring out why the maxim was broken.

Brown and Levinson

point out that the fact that they are broken in doing an FTA
indirectly implicates the riskiness of the FTA to the
speaker, as well.

And Iago uses implicature to his
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advantage in 3.3; as he presents the FTA indirectly, Othello
must use available context to work out what is implied by
his comments.
In 3.3, Iago and Othello come upon Cassio and Desdemona
speaking together? Cassio leaves quickly when he sees them,
and Iago comments, "Hal I like not thatl".

Othello is

curious, but Iago fails to explain his meaning.
then pleads for Cassio's return to favor.

Desdemona

After she leaves,

Iago subtly returns the conversation to his earlier comment.
He asks, "Did Michael Cassio, when you woo'd my lady, know
of your love?"

Since the conversation with Desdemona has

been about Cassio, the comment may have some superficial
relevance.

However, the topic (wooing the lady) is

certainly out of context.
context.

So Othello must start seeking

He may be reminded, with Cassio's current dishonor

immediately on his mind, of a time when he entrusted Cassio
with his very personal and private affairs, or of the last
time he saw both people together, of Iago's seemingly
irrelevant comment then, "I like not that," and his
unsatisfied curiosity.
Othello answers, "He did, from first to last.

Why dost

thou ask?"

Othello is cooperative, answering the question

precisely.

His question asks for more information:

what is

the relevance of this conversation?
Iago answers, "But for a satisfaction of my thought, no
further harm."

This response flouts the quantity maxim,

inviting Othello to ask what Iago is thinking.

He has not

clarified relevance and creates an impression of reluctance
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by limiting his response.

The word "harm" also raises

questions in Othello's mind.
Othello then asks, "Why of thy thought, Iago?"

This

response is still cooperative, still seeking to pin down
some context for Iago's brief comments.
Iago explains, "I did not think he had been acquainted
with her."

Ostensibly this reply is cooperative.

Actually,

it merely restates Iago's original question as a
declarative;

Iago changes "thought" to "think," answering a

question Othello has not asked.
work to make meaning.

So Othello still has to

The reply does suggest that, seeing

them together, Iago has wondered what sort of relationship
they have had.
Othello amplifies his earlier response, spelling out
just how well Cassio and Desdemona knew each other:
and went between us very oft."

"0 yes,

He has provided more

information, probably to encourage Iago to clarify his
"thought."
Instead, Iago replies, "Indeedl"

The word suggests

surprise and perhaps a discovery of how his ideas might fit
together, given the information he has just received.

He

suggests "there is more in my thoughts than minor curiosity"
and waits for Othello to ask.
Othello thinks over this comment:
Discern'st thou aught in that?/

"Indeed? Ay, indeedl

Is he not honest?"

The

repetition may indicate he is thinking over the entire
conversation, reflecting on his use of Cassio during
courtship and its connection to the recent events that
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supply the context for Iago's questions (seeing the two
together, Desdemona's pleading for Cassio).

His questions

respond to the implications suggested by "indeed"— he still
needs clarification.

But his question about "honesty" seems

to be jumping ahead:

by opening this topic, he opens

himself to basic questions of trust in his friend, and,
after all, he has misplaced his trust once already, in
making Cassio his lieutenant.
Iago answers, "Honest, my lord?"

The repetition

suggests Othello is asking an irrelevant question, or that
there is indeed some question of honesty.

Iago also

ignores the first question (What are you thinking?), so his
answer lacks quantity again.
Othello is becoming impatient.
honest."

He asks, "Honest? Ay

His question insists on clarification: "Is this

what you're thinking?"

His word choice, with its

implications of sexual virtue, may indicate where his
thoughts are beginning to stray.
Iago's answer is "blank."

He responds to the literal

question, but ignores Othello's real demand for context.

He

says, "My lord, for aught I know"; an actor emphasizing "I"
here can develop the implication that Cassio may not be
honest in activities outside of Iago's knowledge.
So Othello asks, "What dost thou think?".

This

question recognizes the contrast between "know" and "think,
and asks Iago to overcome his reluctance to speak clearly
and get to the point.

Othello finally requests the

II
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information point blank since Iago's answers lack quantity
(information about context).
Once again, Iago refuses to cooperate. "Think, my
lord?" he says.

His question suggests that what he "thinks"

is not relevant, either.

His brevity and uncooperative

answers give the effect of reluctance and unease.
This irritates Othello immensely.

His next speech

summarizes the conversation thus far, suggests his
frustration in making meaning, and demands a straightforward
explanation:
Think, my lord?
By heaven, thou echo'st me,
As if there were some monster in thy thought
Too hideous to be shown.

Thou dost mean something.

I heard thee say even now, thou lik1st not that,
When Cassio left my wife.

What didst not like?

And when I told thee he was of my counsel
Of my whole course of wooing, thou criedst, 'Indeed?'
And didst contract and purse thy brow together,
As if thou then hadst shut up in thy brain
Some horrible conceit.
Show me thy thought.

If thou dost love me,
(105-116)

Othello first reacts to Iago's manner.

His brief, unclear

comments, his refusal to cooperate, suggest to Othello that
he's hiding something.

The fact that Iago has cloaked his

idea in such indirect strategies seems ominous.
determines to find meaning.

So Othello

He reflects, as Grice explains

he should, on the context of the discussion, trying to fit
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three things together: Iago's reaction to seeing Cassio and
Desdemona together, Desdemona's insistent defence of Cassio,
and Iago's conversation now.

He may already have started to

figure out Iago's implications— his question about "honesty"
may indicate this— but he demands further confirmation from
Iago.

And, if so, he refuses to put his idea into words.
Thus the cumulative effect (at this point in the

conversation) of Iago's indirect presentation of the FTA is
Othello's belief that Iago knows more than he is saying,
that the innocent behavior he has witnessed prior to their
conversation indicates far more than it has seemed to.
Othello and Iago continue their "dancing" discussion for
many more lines before Iago finally gets to the point, and
even then he does not actually make a direct accusation;
Othello must come up with that himself.
implications, Othello tells his own lie.

Manipulated by
And the indirect

strategies allow Iago a safe base to work from, for if
Othello challenges him, he can retract everything with an
injured disclaimer, "My Lord, I did not mean...."
So the viewer or reader of Othello has seen Iago in
action, first with Roderigo, when he practices strategies
for doing FTAs, then with Cassio, when he manipulates the
Cooperative Principle.

These scenes develop "our sense of

his technical competence as manipulator" (Heilman 75); we
therefore believe more readily that Othello will also
succumb.

Likewise, the effect of the conversation in 3.3

and Othello's subsequent fall render Iago's manipulation of
Roderigo in 4.2— to murder, no less— more believable.

If
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Othello can be brought to murder what he loves, why
shouldn't Iago be able to seduce a lesser, weaker man?

Thus

the action of one plot illuminates or verifies the action of
another, and the speech actions of Iago against Roderigo,
Cassio, and Othello show an opportunist refining his
technique from scene to scene, with deadly consequences.
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